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Introduction 

● Hypothesis: When English speakers hear a Spanish song known to them in 
English their alpha power will be reduced in the right hemisphere due to a 
lack of processing that occurs when compared to that of a Spanish speaker.



Introduction

● This was based off work done by 

■ by Segalowitz and Cohen in 1989, that supported unique discrimination of both voicing and 
place of articulation

■ Pastori, Francoine, Pelle, Curtis, and Gnatkovsky in 2016 when they determined background 
activity was reduced when beta-gamma activity is increased in language networks. 

■ Steinbeis and Koelsch in 2008 that showed music meaning and language meaning seemed to 
activate different portions of the right temporal lobe.

■ Schaefer, Vlek & Dedsain in 2011 showed that cerebral differences in music processing were 
best indicated by alpha rhythm distributions. 

● The works of Patel (2003), Thierry & Wu (2007), Koelsch & Siebel (2005)



Introduction

● Language is an interesting topic because it is something universally applicable to 
all humans across all cultures. Understanding language processing and 
comprehension is always a field that will be useful to understand further.



Methods 
● Edinburgh Handedness Test 
● National Spanish Proficiency exam 
● 15 second clips of the same popular English songs played in Spanish
● There were 12 participants, 11 of whom were female. 
● 4 of the participants were Spanish students, 2 were native speakers, and six 

of the individuals had no experience with the spanish language. 
● Results were analyzed with ANOVAs to compare statistical difference 

between the mean alpha power (8-12 Hz) of the three groups, and Post Hoc 
tests to confirm the results of the ANOVAs



Results 

Right Hemisphere Left Hemisphere

Non-speaker vs. Spanish students Not significant Not significant 

Non-speaker vs. Native speaker Not significant Not significant 

Spanish student vs. Native Speaker Significant p=0.042 Almost significant p=0.053

*Significant effect of language experience on alpha power in the right and left hemispheres 
when listening to Spanish music for the first time. Right p=0.036, Left p=0.041





Discussion 
Hypothesis: When English speakers hear a Spanish song known to them in English 
their alpha power will be reduced in the right hemisphere due to a lack of processing 
that occurs when compared to that of a Spanish speaker. 

**Our hypothesis was incorrect, between the non-speakers and native speakers there 
was not a significant difference in alpha band power



Discussion: Conclusion
● Non-speakers show low alpha band activity because they do not try to 

comprehend what is being played in the music clip
● Native speakers also show low alpha band activity because listening to music in a 

language they are fluent in does not require them to think deeply because it is 
easily understood

●  Spanish students show high alpha band activity because they understand the 
language to a certain extent but require attention in order to comprehend what is 
being sung

● All speakers showed a significant difference in their left and right hemispheres 
only for the first time the song was played because the second play the song was 
familiar to them already and did not require attention



Discussion: Past literature
● Music and language meaning activated the right hemisphere(significance for right, almost significant left)

○ The right and left hemispheres are both incorporated when listening to music

■ Right=creativity, Left=structure

○ Language=left brain function, Music=Right brain function

● Differences in music processing were best indicated by alpha wave activity



Design flaws
● Increase number of native speakers 
● Found that playing six clips of music was not necessary so only examined two 

Spanish songs that were the same
● Ask participants about language experience at home
● Evaluate the english recordings that we got
● Have participants be only spanish speakers with no english experience instead of 

having participants with a mix of the language 
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